
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

GRAMMAR QUIZ - answer keys 

 

USE A FORM OF SAY OR TELL TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES: 

1) The young woman __________ me that she was feeling sick. 

2) The police officer ________ that he was giving me a ticket. 

3) The surgeon _______ the patient that he needed to alter his diet. 

4) Ali _________ that he was going away for the weekend. 

5) The boy ________ his mother that he had been stung by a bee. 

Answer key: 1. Told   2. said   3.told   4. Said   5. told  
 

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES USING few, a few, little, a little 

1) She has __________ money in the bank. She is very poor. 

2) There are __________ countries in the world smaller than Switzerland. 

3) I’m hungry. Could I have __________ chocolate? 

4) She bought _________ books at the bookstore. 

5) This coffee is bitter. It needs ________ sugar. 

6) Did you finish the test? No, I need _________ more minutes. 

7) I’m going to the library. I need _________ information for my report. 

8) I traveled to Brazil __________ months ago. 

Answer key:  1.little   2. Few    3. A little    4.a few    5. a little    6. a few    7. a little    8.a few  

 

SELECT THE BEST WORD TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE: 

politically        political        politics        politicians 

1) Al Gore has a lot of _________________ experience. 

2) George W. Bush and Al Gore are both ______________. 

3) He is not _______________ active. He prefers a low profile. 

4) I don’t follow _____________. Who is running for president? 



 

 
 

 
 
 

Answer key:  1.political    2.politicians   3.politically   4.Politics 
 

attractive        attractively        attraction        attract 

1) What is your _______________ to him ? 

2) That is a very _____________ dress. 

3) Did you know that honey will ____________ bears ? 

4) That house is ______________ decorated for Christmas. 

Answer key:  1. Attraction    2. Attractive     3. Attract     4. Attractively 

 

aisle        rows        line        lane 

1) I had to wait in ___________ at the movies for 20 minutes ! 

2) Baby food and diapers are in _____________ 9. 

3) The gas station is on the right . You should move into the right _________ . 

4) The corn is in _________ in the field. 

Answer key:   1. Line     2. Aisle    3. Lane     4.rows 
 

fare        fee        bill        payment 

1) The bus ___________ to Rio is not expensive. 

2) The waiter brought the ____________ at the end of the meal. 

3) The tuition _________ for this school is not expensive. 

4) You can make a bill _____________ at any bank.hem! 

Answer key:  1. Fare    2.bill    3.fee    4.payment 

 


